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Chapter 4055
Many whispering around him, Elder Wade all heard clearly.

At this moment, his heart has been excited beyond bounds.

He was excited not only because of the half Rejuvenation Pill.

But also because of the feeling of being in the limelight at this moment.

Previously, the Wade family was seen by the outside world as having been cut
off half of its family fortune.

To the Cataclysmic Front, so it was not seldom talked about outside, and not
seldom belittled or even ridiculed.

Elder Wade’s heart was suffocating, and he wanted to announce to the world
that the Wade family was not cut in half by the Cataclysmic Front.

Rather, the Wade family was directly taking the whole Cataclysmic Front into
their pocket!

However, he knew that his grandson, Charlie, who was so powerful,

Did not intend to let the outside world know the true relationship between the
Wade family and the Cataclysmic Front.

Therefore, although such words relieved his hatred, he would never dare to
say it to the outside world.
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It was only now that he had found the feeling of raising his eyebrows after all
the stifling he had been experiencing.

Therefore, his heart is naturally very excited.

And at this moment, alone in the box on the second floor, Stella, in addition to
amazement, more in the heart is confused.

She couldn’t help but mutter in a low voice: “If Charlie is only thanking Elder
Wade because of the auction,”

“Then there is no need to take out half a Rejuvenation Pill at all, right?”

“With the current situation of this auction, if they directly add half a
Rejuvenation Pill to the auction,”

“I’m afraid the whole scene will be boiling, surely another tens of billions of
dollars into the account,”

“Why take half a Rejuvenation Pill to return such a small favor from the Wade
family?”

“Moreover, if the Wade family only helped to run this auction,”

“It seems that it is not the Wade family that helped Charlie, but Charlie that
helped the Wade family. ……”

“After all, the Wade family was able to show their face so much in front of so
many top tycoons this time,”
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“And there is no telling how many tycoons will have to flatter them for the
Rejuvenation Pill in the future.”

“How to look at it, it seems like Charlie is trying to pull the Wade family a hand
……”

“Could it be that he has some other relationship with the Wade family?”

Stella muttered while frowning tightly and couldn’t help but think:

“But I have clearly investigated the Wade family clearly before, although
Charlie is also surnamed Wade,”

“There is no evidence that Charlie has any connection with the Wade family in
Eastcliff,”

“Could he be a distant relative of the Wade family or a side branch?”

“But, if he is really a side branch of the Wade family, then his strength is too
strong, right?”

“Other than that, today’s Pill auction alone, he was able to earn at least more
than 100 billion dollars,”

“Such a person if he is just a side branch, then the Wade family, the main
family, will have to turn around him ……”

For a time, Stella lost in thining thinking, stroked her forehead.

And at this time, the aged Elder Wade has stood on the stage.
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Facing the annotations of more than four hundred people, his heart surged.

Out of respect for him, the staff said respectfully after handing him the
rejuvenation pill,

“Mr. Wade, you can take the rejuvenation pill by yourself.”

Elder Wade was stunned for a moment, then he came back to his senses and
hurriedly said,

“Yes, yes! I will do it myself!”

After saying that, he took half of the rejuvenation pill in public and carefully
picked it up.

Ever since he knew that Philip Gu had been cured by the Rejuvenation Pill
and he became years younger.

Elder Wade was full of longing and expectation for this Pill.

Now, he was finally able to get his wish.
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